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Programmable network hardware is emerging as a viable option for offloading and thus accelerating network functions. However,

the heterogeneous resources available in the network calls for a disaggregated deployment approach. Programmable switches,
programmable Network Interface Cards (NICs), and in-network compute nodes exposes different peculiar resources and capabilities
that can be maximally exploited only if the network functions are decomposed into multiple smaller network functions.

This work presents a framework for the automatic deployment of disaggregated and decomposed network functions. The framework
comprises an orchestrator capable of deploying the decomposed network functions on programmable network hardware and software
switches running in containers. The orchestrator exploits an optimization model for choosing the best decomposition according to the
traffic demands, the network topology, and other constraints. An improved seamless deployment model and heuristic also accounts
for the necessity of rerouting traffic when hardware nodes need to be re-programmed. Furthermore, the framework provides a tool
to combine multiple functions into a single P4 program via a template pipeline that can be deployed to a programmable switch.

Numerical results highlight the advantages of offloading decomposed network functions to programmable network hardware.
Furthermore, we show how the seamless deployment model and heuristic have negligible effects on the allocation time and accepted
traffic requests while guaranteeing the rerouting of traffic when switches are put in maintenance mode.

Index Terms—Network Function Virtualization, Software Defined Networking, Programmable Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

5G and Beyond 5G technologies are pushing unprecedented
changes to the network architectures. Critical applications

are deployed at the edges of the network to meet latency
requirements and to keep sensitive data in trusted locations.
Moreover, network technology is embracing a programmabil-
ity approach that enables efficient traffic manipulation and
computing tasks directly in hardware pipelines traditionally
used only for switching, while software approaches such as
eBPF/XDP are becoming increasingly important.

These options open new opportunities for deploying data
plane Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) that can scale to
multi-gigabit per second speeds. When VNFs need to process
high traffic, they can be decomposed onto multiple, smaller
functions, called µVNFs, and deployed on multiple physical
nodes. In this way, the µVNFs can exploit the heteroge-
neous resources present in the network on programmable
switches, programmable Network Interface Cards (NICs), and
in-network compute nodes. When compared to deploying
monolithic VNFs on general-purpose hardware, this approach
results in lower jitter and lower risk of packet reordering.
There are, however, some limitations in what operations can
be done on programmable network hardware. For example,
the Intel Barefoot Tofino provides a few pipeline stages
to implement the packet processing functionalities, minimal
QoS functionalities, and few megabytes of register memory.
Conversely, programmable NICs can provide bigger memories
to implement custom and complex hierarchical scheduling
policies, but at the cost of slower packet processing. In
order to exploit the flexibility and the advantages of having
multiple hardware and software architectures in the network,
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an orchestrator must identify how to distribute each VNF on
the available nodes, jointly finding the best decomposition and,
for each µVNF, the implementation that can most efficiently
exploit the available programmable hardware and software
resources.

In addition, deploying new functions to programmable hard-
ware requires putting the node in maintenance mode, resulting
in prolonged packet losses and, consequently, traffic choking
and rerouting. In order to avoid network downtimes, it is,
therefore, necessary to schedule hardware reprogramming and
proactively reroute all traffic flows during the maintenance
along pre-provisioned paths providing the same VNFs. If such
network paths are not available, then the orchestrator will not
use that node for new VNFs.

This paper provides the following contributions.
• An orchestrator capable of deploying the µVNFs writ-

ten in the P4 language [1] onto a network comprising
both programmable hardware and P4 software switches
running in containers. The orchestrator uses the features
provided by the ONOS network controller for discovering
the network topology and distributing the routing infor-
mation to the switches.

• A toolset to combine multiple µVNFs into a single P4
program that can be instantiated on a programmable
network device. This toolset is integrated into the orches-
trator.

• A full deployment optimization algorithm for selecting
a specific decomposition of each VNF. The deployment
model also chooses the placement of each µVNF onto
the network nodes, simultaneously determining whether
it should be combined with other µVNFs and deployed
on P4 hardware, or it should be deployed as a soft-
ware µVNF. The optimization goal is to exploit as
much as possible the heterogeneous resources of the
programmable network devices.

• An improved and seamless version of the optimization al-
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gorithm which also tries to place the hardware µVNFs in
such a way that traffic flows can be temporarily rerouted
if the switch needs reprogramming. In case this is not
possible, the switch is tagged as non-reprogrammable.

• A heuristic algorithm, faster version of the above seam-
less deployment algorithm.

• Numerical results obtained with simulations showing
how deploying programmable network hardware and de-
composed VNFs can be beneficial with respect to pure
monolithic software solutions and how the improved
optimization using the heuristic algorithm has negligible
impact on the allocation times while guaranteeing better
usage of the programmable resources.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the
state of the art in Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
decomposition and placement and reports on similar efforts
in the literature. Section III describes our assumptions and
the scenario we considered. In Section IV we describe the
components of the proposed framework at a high level and how
they are linked together. Section V discusses the set of tools we
developed to perform the deployment of the solution and the
combination of different µVNFs into the same programmable
switch. Section VI describes the full deployment optimization
model used to identify and route the best VNF decomposition.
In Section VII the seamless deployment model is described
and Section VIII reports our numerical evaluation of the
optimization models. In Section IX and Section X the heuristic
for the seamless deployment and the comparison with the
optimization model are presented. Finally, Section XI provides
concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

In the recent years, many researchers have analyzed of-
floading use cases of packet processing logic to programmable
network hardware. Authors of [2] propose to optimize the load
of Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) software by offloading the
connection tracking logic on programmable switches based
on the Open Packet Processor (OPP) model [3], [4] uses the
same programming model to accelerate Linux iptables. Other
works exploit the P4 Language [1] as the means to offload
the packet processing to programmable hardware. In [5], the
authors offload the load balancing logic with P4, [5] instead
proposes to implement a key-value store on programmable
switches. Other scenarios consider data center coordination
services [6] or MapReduce acceleration [7] by exploiting
programmable data planes. In this work, we generalize the
offloading idea to the case of generic VNFs. We additionally
propose optimization models and a heuristic to optimally
allocate the required VNFs as software components running
on general-purpose servers or as a P4 program running on
programmable network hardware.

The problem of composing P4 programs by having network
primitives that can be reused independently from the network
device target has been addressed in [8] where the authors
focus on the single P4 device. Flightplan [9] is a framework
allowing the disaggregation of a monolithic P4 program into
many subprograms executed across multiple heterogeneous

devices. Our work, instead, focuses on the composition of
already pre-disaggregated programs on multiple network de-
vices and general-purpose compute servers. Gallium [10] and
P2GO [11] propose two different methods to exploit both P4
programmable hardware and general-purpose CPUs. Gallium
uses C++ VNFs and synthesizes them in P4, while P2GO
exploits traffic traces to decide whether to allocate part of a
VNF in programmable hardware or as a software counterpart.
In our work, we use pre-defined P4-based µVNFs, letting
the optimization model decide where to allocate the required
VNF based on the available network resources. Other works
like HyPer4 [12], P4Visor [13], and HyperVDP [14] propose
techniques to merge P4 programs to be executed on a single
device. Our work proposes to achieve the coexistence of
multiple decomposed P4 µVNFs via a template P4 pipeline.
A dispatcher then uses the SRv6 Segment Identifier to decide
which sub-function to execute.

Many researchers have tackled the optimal deployment of
VNFs. In [15], the authors were among the first to study the
joint problem of optimal placement and routing of VNFs,
while in [16] the authors consider the cost of multi-core
VNFs implementation in their linear model. The authors of
[17] consider the VNF decomposition into multiple different
implementations in their model, but they do not consider
the possibility of having programmable data planes as a
deployment target. This paper proposes optimization models
and a heuristic to consider the decomposed VNF deployment
on a heterogeneous network composed of both programmable
network hardware and general-purpose compute servers with
different costs and constraints depending on the type of node.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1. Example of a heterogeneous network with programmable data planes.
The nodes in the upper right corner represent a general-purpose compute
server running in a data center, comprising a virtual switch and a set of
VMs/container nodes.

In this work we consider a heterogeneous network, as
shown in Figure 1. Multiple types of nodes are considered,
in particular:
• P4-programmable hardware: in this category falls both

programmable switches and programmable smartNICs.
The nodes are characterized by their programmable
pipeline. We consider both the width (i.e., number of
pipeline stages that can be executed one after the other)
and the depth (i.e., number of entries that can be installed
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in a table) of the programmable pipeline. We also con-
sider the specific functions provided by the nodes (the so-
called extern functions in the P4 Language) as a set of
boolean flags characterizing the programmable devices.

• “Legacy" OpenFlow [18] switches: nodes that can be
controlled via OpenFlow protocol. This set of nodes are
used as dumb traffic forwarders.

• General-purpose compute servers: these nodes can dy-
namically spawn new P4 programmable virtual switches
(e.g., in a container). We consider the virtual switches
as devices with unlimited width and length of the pro-
grammable pipeline. Furthermore, we consider support
for all the extern functions. Every general-purpose
compute node is also equipped with a virtual OpenFlow
switch in charge of forwarding the traffic among the
different containers and the physical network interface
connecting them to the rest of the network.

The network also includes an SDN controller responsible
for configuring the network devices to route the traffic end-to-
end. In this work, we choose the ONOS SDN controller [19].
ONOS is responsible for inserting the flow entries in the
OpenFlow switches, and deploying and configuring the tables
of the P4-programmable network devices.

IV. THE FRAMEWORK

Fig. 2. The proposed framework and its components

The goal of the framework is the deployment of Net-
work Functions (NFs) on an heterogeneous network with
programmable data planes. The NF are combined to form
a Service Function Chain (SFC) that is provided to the
framework as a traffic demand. Figure 2 shows the components
of the framework. For each NF, the catalog contains several
decompositions into multiple µVNFs. Some of these could
be additionally decomposed into smaller µVNFs as shown in
Figure 3. Examples of µVNFs can be found in [8] and in [13].
Additionally, for each µVNF, the catalog may contain multiple
implementations for different target hardware, characterized
by different requirements in terms of width and depth of
the pipeline and of the required extern functions. This
paper assumes that the decompositions and implementations
are stored in a catalog by means of P4 source files and are
provided or pre-generated by the developer. It is worth noting
that such decompositions could be generated on the fly from a
single source file as illustrated in [9]. Using P4 as the reference
language provides several advantages, such as multiple com-
pilers targeting different devices. Currently, the reference P4C

compiler [20] provides back-ends for deployment in the BMv2
software switch, as eBPF (extended Berkley Packet Filter)
filters [21], and on DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit) Soft-
ware Switch pipeline [22]. Furthermore, multiple switching
chips vendors provide their own P4 compilers. For example,
the Intel’s P4Studio for the Intel Barefoot Tofino ASIC [23],
the NetFPGA->P4 Toolchain exploits Xilinx’s SDNet compiler
[24] for the NetFPGA-SUME board, or the Netronome P4
Compiler for their Network Flow Processor [25].

The main component of the framework is the orchestrator,
written in Python. This component receives as input the SFCs
definition and traffic demands, the catalog of the NFs, and
gathers the network topology information via ONOS REST
APIs. The main goal of the orchestrator is choosing the
optimal decomposition of traffic requests. Given the traffic
demand for each SFC, the orchestrator formulates and solves
an optimization model and chooses the best decomposition of
the SFC, choosing from the available µVNFs in the catalog,
the location of the required NFs, and the traffic routing on
the network. We support two optimization models, one for the
full deployment of network functions (Section VI) and another
one for the seamless deployment, presented in Section VII.
Furthermore, we also propose a heuristic algorithm, introduced
in Section IX, to improve execution time with respect to the
seamless deployment model.

The orchestrator, with the output from the optimization
phase, combines the selected µVNFs that need to be deployed
on the same device via a template P4 pipeline (described in
Section V). It also compiles the generated P4 programs for
the target device on the network selected by the optimization
algorithm. Finally, the orchestrator deploys the selected µVNFs
and the flow tables via ONOS.

While the framework is general enough to support any
network function expressed in P4, it is best suited for the
user-plane class of functions rather than its control-plane
counterpart. The control plane network functions, e.g., the 5G
3GPP Session Management Function (SMF), usually manage
low throughput of traffic and implement complex execution
logic (i.e., authentication, authorization, session management).
These functions are best suited to be implemented using a
high-level language. The user plane functions, e.g., the 5G
3GPP User Plane Function (UPF), directly treat the user-
generated traffic, implementing elementary operations such as
filtering, tunnelling, header manipulation, or encryption, but
dealing with very high throughput. These functions are the
perfect fit for hardware-based packet processing and to be
described in P4.

In the context of the ETSI NFV architecture [26], the
proposed orchestrator fulfils multiple roles. The orchestrator
realizes the NFV Orchestrator role by receiving SFC requests
and orchestrating the required VNFs by decomposing them
to exploit the available resources maximally. The orchestrator
also manages the life cycle of the VNFs during the deployment
phase, partially realizing the role of the VNF Manager.

V. DEPLOYMENT

The orchestrator identifies the programmable network or
general-purpose compute nodes where the µVNFs should be
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Fig. 3. Example of VNF decomposition. A single monolithic network function
can be decomposed in several smaller network functions.

deployed with the optimization model. The SFC traffic is then
steered through these waypoints with Segment Routing version
6 (SRv6) [27]. We use the SRv6 Network Programming
Internet draft [28] as a reference. The SRv6 segments are
a 128-bit IPv6 address called Segment Identifier (SID). The
SIDs are used to identify both the node and function in the
network. The destination of the packet is encoded in the 64
most significant bits, the 64 least significant bits, instead,
identify the µVNF to be executed on the destination node.
Figure 4 shows an example of the SRv6 header and the
SIDs. The flow rules installed in the network devices and the
SIDs carried in every packet are directly generated by the
orchestrator.

IPv6 Header

uVNF Identifier (64 bit)Node Identifier (64 bit)

uVNF Identifier (64 bit)Node Identifier (64 bit)

uVNF Identifier (64 bit)Node Identifier (64 bit)

Segment List [0]

Segment List [1]

Segment List [2]

Type Length Value Metadata

Next Header Hdr Ext Len Routing Type Segments Left

Last Entry Flags Tags
SRv6 Header

Fig. 4. The SRv6 header.

The generation of the P4 program is performed in the
deployment phase. The generated P4 programs are then
compiled and deployed on both the hardware and software
P4-programmable nodes. The reference P4 architecture we
consider is V1Model. This architecture, shown in Figure 5,
is composed of four programmable components: the parser,
the ingress pipeline, the egress pipeline and the de-parser. The
traffic manager instead is currently not P4-programmable and
for this reason not considered in our model.
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Fig. 5. V1Model Pipeline

In the proposed architecture, the parser and the de-parser
components of the P4 pipeline are common to all the devices.

The routing and the forwarding functionalities implemented
in the ingress pipeline are the same for all the nodes. In this
way, the developer of the µVNF does not have to re-implement
these components in every new network function. Instead, we
define a template pipeline used by the orchestrator to plug-in
the required µVNF provided by the network functions catalog.
The orchestrator composes the µVNFs on the template pipeline
and creates the final P4 program that is then compiled and
deployed on the network nodes.

The parser of the proposed template pipeline supports IPv6
packets with SRv6 headers. The ingress pipeline is composed
of three stages. Figure 6 illustrates the high-level schema of
the reference pipeline. The egress pipeline is omitted from the
figure since it is currently unused.

Fig. 6. Pipeline of the P4 programmable switch supporting µVNFs deploy-
ment. For the sake of simplicity, the traffic manager and egress pipeline are
not shown.

The first stage of the template pipeline is in charge of the
SRv6 processing. This stage first matches the IPv6 destination
address in the srv6_end table. This table uses only the 64
most significant bits to identify if the SRv6 packet is destined
to the current node. If the match is positive, the network
function identifier is extracted from the 64 least significant
bits. Then, the IPv6 destination address is overridden with the
next SID extracted using the Segments Left header field.
Finally, we have the ipv6_next_hop table in charge of
selecting the destination of the current packet (i.e., setting the
output port).

In the second stage, the template pipeline selects the µVNF
to execute. Using the network function identifier extracted
at the previous stage, a dispatcher triggers the corresponding
µVNF. This function can then perform its packet processing
functionality, and, besides that, it can also override the next
hop (set in the previous stage). The SRv6 metadata shown in
Figure 4 can be used to transfer state across functions deployed
on different devices. The network functions can read and write
these metadata because they are parsed when the packet is
received, and deparsed before sending the packet out towards
the next µVNF in the chain. This part of the P4 pipeline is
dynamically generated by the orchestrator when combining the
µVNFs selected in the optimization phase.

Finally, in the last stage, layer 2 packet forwarding oper-
ations are performed. If the current node is not the packet’s
destination (i.e., no positive match in the srv6_end table),
the device forwards the packet towards the destination based
on the L2 header information.
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The final step is the compilation of the generated P4
programs. The orchestrator is in charge of compiling each
program for the specific hardware. In this paper, we do not
consider the compilation time of the resulting P4 program a
critical issue, because compilation can be performed in the
background with no service interruption. However, there are
some technologies for which compilation times can become
significantly large as the number of VNFs grows. In those
cases, the allocation model can be easily modified to take
complexity into account and avoid selecting deployments that
result in too many VNFs in the same programmable switch.

To deploy the resulted output on the software nodes, the
orchestrator spawns a new container running a P4 virtual
switch in the general-purpose compute node and connects it
to the local OpenFlow virtual switch. Then, it deploys the
compiler output on the new spawn virtual node. In the case
of programmable hardware devices, the orchestrator directly
installs the compiler output on the device. Finally, ONOS
receives the routing information and installs the flow rules into
all the network nodes (both OpenFlow and P4-programmable).
Our framework implementation exploits BMv2 to emulate the
hardware devices and the software counterparts running on
the Docker containers. The combination of P4 programs has
been implemented in Python and released as an open source
contribution together with the P4 template pipeline we use for
small scale testing [29].

In the following sections we present two deployment mod-
els. The full deployment model assumes that the orchestrator
can reprogram a P4-programmable node with no or negligible
downtime. In the seamless deployment model we acknowledge
that reprogramming a node requires steering its traffic along
another route and putting it in maintenance mode. Conse-
quently, the latter model avoids choosing programmable nodes
if an alternate route for the current traffic cannot be found.

VI. FULL DEPLOYMENT OPTIMIZATION MODEL

The following mixed integer linear optimization, called full
deployment model, is used to choose the optimal decompo-
sition of a single SFC on the available network resources,
together with the routing of traffic between µVNFs.

a) Sets:

U : Set of all the physical nodes (OpenFlow-only,
with programmable hardware, with CPUs, and hosts)
U = UOF ∪ UHW ∪ USW ∪ UHOST

E : Set of all the physical links
E = {eu,v|u, v ∈ U}

G : Physical topology
G = (U,E)

V NF : Set of all the possible VNFs and µVNFs of the SFC
DC : Set of all the possible decompositions
Vdc : Set of VNFs or µVNFs in each decomposition

Vdc ⊆ V NF ∀dc ∈ DC

Edc : Set of virtual links in each decomposition
Edc = {ei,j |i, j ∈ Vdc} ∀dc ∈ DC

Gdc : Virtual graph

Gdc = (Vdc, Edc)

SRC ∈ UHOST Traffic source of the SFC
DST ∈ UHOST Traffic destination of the SFC

b) Parameters:

Sdc ∈ V Ndc dc ∈ DC Source of the decomposition
Ddc ∈ V Ndc dc ∈ DC Destination of the decomposition
tr Traffic request of the SFC

BWeu,v Bandwidth available on the link (u, v)

externi Set of P4 “extern" functions required by VNF i

exu Set of P4 “extern" functions supported by node u

depthi Depth of pipeline stages required by function i

widthi Width of the pipeline stages required by function i

du Maximum pipeline depth supported by node u

wu Maximum pipeline width supported by node u

CPUu Number of CPUs in node u

CSW Cost (per unit of traffic) of deploying a
function on a software node

CHW Cost of deploying a function on a hardware node

c) Variables: Indicator variable: it is 1 if dc is the chosen
decomposition.

zdc ∈ {0, 1} ∀dc ∈ DC (1)

Indicator variable: it is 1 if function i is deployed on node
u.

xdc,i,u ∈ {0, 1} ∀dc ∈ DC, i ∈ Vdc, u ∈ U (2)

Indicator variable: it is 1 if virtual link (i, j) is deployed on
the physical link (u, v).

fdc,ei,j ,eu,v
∈ {0, 1} ∀dc ∈ DC, ei,j ∈ Edc, eu,v ∈ E (3)

d) Objective function: The objective function is com-
posed of three terms to account for the use of the software,
hardware nodes, and to account for the path cost. The cost
associated to the software nodes is proportional to the traffic
associated to the requested SFC. The cost associated to the
hardware nodes instead is independent to the requested traffic.
When using programmable hardware nodes, the traffic is
always forwarded at line rate if the P4 program for that node
can be compiled (i.e., there is enough resources available on
the programmable pipeline). The cost associated to the path
is needed to enforce that the selected path is the shortest one,
by minimizing the cost associated to the path itself.

min costSW + costHW + costPATH (4)

with

costSW =
∑

dc∈DC
i∈Vdc

u∈USW

xdc,i,utr · CSW (5)
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costHW =
∑

dc∈DC
i∈Vdc

u∈UHW

xdc,i,uCHW (6)

costPATH =
∑

ei,j∈Edc

dc∈DC
eu,v∈E

fdc,ei,j ,eu,v
(7)

e) Decomposition constraints: These constraints enforce
that only one, of the many available, decomposition is selected.∑

dc∈DC

zdc = 1 (8)

Enforce that only the µVNFs of the selected decomposition
are chosen. ∑

u∈U
xdc,i,u = zdc ∀dc ∈ DC, i ∈ Vdc (9)

The following constrains, instead, enforce that the source and
sink of the SFC traffic are the chosen one.

xdc,Sdc,SRC = zdc ∀dc ∈ DC (10)
xdc,Ddc,DST = zdc ∀dc ∈ DC (11)∑

u∈U,u6=SRC

xdc,Sdc,u = 0 ∀dc ∈ DC (12)∑
u∈U,u6=DST

xdc,Ddc,u = 0 ∀dc ∈ DC (13)

f) Constraints on node types: Only P4 programmable
hardware devices and general-purpose compute nodes can
allocate functions. Standard OpenFlow devices and hosts can
not allocate µVNFs.∑

dc∈DC
i∈V̂dc

u∈UH∪UOF

xdc,i,u = 0 ∀dc ∈ DC (14)

g) Capacity constraints: Enforce the availability of the
required externs with respect to the externs required by the
µVNFs.

xdc,i,u ≤ 1 ∀dc ∈ DC (15)
∀(i, u) ∈ {(i, u)|exu ⊆ externi, i ∈ Vdc,

dc ∈ DC, u ∈ U}

Enforce the availability of pipeline depth and width on
hardware and software nodes.∑

dc∈DC
i∈Vdc

depthi · xdc,i,u ≤ du ∀u ∈ Uhw ∪ Usw (16)

∑
dc∈DC
i∈Vdc

widthi · xdc,i,u ≤ wu ∀u ∈ Uhw ∪ Usw (17)

For software nodes, we need also to enforce that enough CPU
capacity is available. The CPU capacity required by every
µVNF is proportional to the pipeline depth associated to that
µVNF.∑

dc∈DC
i∈Vdc

depthi · tr · xdc,i,u ≤ CPUu ∀u ∈ Usw (18)

h) Link to path mapping: This set of constraints are
needed to map a logical link of the virtual graph into a physical
path.∑

eu,v∈E
fdc,ei,j ,eu,v

−
∑

ev,u∈E
fdc,ei,j ,ev,u

= xdc,i,u − xdc,j,u

∀dc ∈ DC, ei,j ∈ Edc, u ∈ U (19)

i) Bandwidth constraint: Enforce that enough bandwidth
is available in every selected physical link.∑

dc∈DC
ei,j∈Edc

tr · fdc,ei,j ,eu,v
≤ BWeu,v

∀eu,v ∈ E (20)

VII. SEAMLESS DEPLOYMENT OPTIMIZATION MODEL

The full deployment model described in Sec. VI allows
multiple SFCs to share the same node to allocate different
µVNFs. When considering an online allocation model, how-
ever, we need to consider that reprogramming an hardware
node requires putting the the node in maintenance mode. As
shown in [30], updating a P4 program running on a state-
of-the-art programmable switching chip can take up to 50ms,
that in the case of a 100Gbps link translated to more than 7
million packets lost per switch port. To alleviate this issue, we
can temporarily move the µVNFs allocated on the hardware
node by re-deploying it on unused network capacity. While the
µVNF is moved, the corresponding SFC traffic is re-routed to
the new node, and the orchestrator can deploy the new set of
µVNFs. For this reason, we extend the full deployment model
described in Section VI obtaining the seamless deployment
model. This optimization model accounts for the possibility of
maintenance mode in hardware nodes, achieved by embedding
the same SFC two times on the same physical network. The
primary deployment is used to allocate the SFC on the physical
network. The shadow deployment, instead, is calculated to
guarantee that the current µVNF can be moved to other
network resource when required. The guarantee is “soft" in
terms of available resources, we are not reserving any spare
capacity on the network for eventually move the SFC. The
guarantee is instead “hard" in the topological sense. We want
to be sure that there is a disjoint hardware nodes path in order
to re-deploy the current SFC when the maintenance mode is
required.

a) New and Extended Sets:

V ′dc : Shadow set of VNFs or µVNFs in each decomposition
V ′dc is a duplicate of Vdc

E′dc : Shadow set of links in the virtual graph
E′dc is a duplicate of Edc

Ĝdc : The extended virtual graph, including the shadow graph

Ĝdc = (V̂dc, Êdc) = (Vdc, Edc) ∪ (V ′dc, E
′
dc)

b) Updated Variables: Indicator variable: it is 1 if func-
tion i is deployed on node u.

xdc,i,u ∈ {0, 1} ∀dc ∈ DC, i ∈ V̂dc, u ∈ U (21)
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Indicator variable: it is 1 if virtual link (i, j) is deployed on
the physical link (u, v).

fdc,ei,j ,eu,v ∈ {0, 1} ∀dc ∈ DC, ei,j ∈ Êdc, eu,v ∈ E (22)

c) Decomposition constraints: Constraint (9) has been
extended to account for the deployment of both the primary
and shadow embedding.∑

u∈U
xdc,i,u = 2 · zdc ∀dc ∈ DC, i ∈ Vdc (23)

d) Constraints on node types: The constraint (14) need
to be applied to the V̂dc set, to make sure that also in the
“shadow" deployment only P4 programmable hardware nodes
and software nodes can allocate functions.∑

dc∈DC
i∈V̂dc

u∈UH∪UOF

xdc,i,u = 0 ∀dc ∈ DC (24)

e) Capacity constraints: This class of constraints needs
to be enforced on the V̂dc set, to make sure that also in the
“shadow" embedding there is sufficient capacity in terms of
width and depth of pipeline, and the required externs for the
shadow deployment are available in the hardware and software
nodes.

xdc,i,u ≤ 1 ∀dc ∈ DC (25)

∀(i, u) ∈ {(i, u)|exu ⊆ externi, i ∈ V̂dc,

dc ∈ DC, u ∈ U}

∑
dc∈DC
i∈V̂dc

depthi · xdc,i,u ≤ du ∀u ∈ Uhw ∪ Usw (26)

∑
dc∈DC
i∈V̂dc

widthi · xdc,i,u ≤ wu ∀u ∈ Uhw ∪ Usw (27)

∑
dc∈DC
i∈V̂dc

depthi · tr · xdc,i,u ≤ CPUu ∀u ∈ Usw (28)

f) Link to path mapping: This constrain need to be
extended to account for the Êdc set. This allow to map both
the logical “primary" and “shadow" links into a path in the
physical topology.∑

eu,v∈E
fdc,ei,j ,eu,v

−
∑

ev,u∈E
fdc,ei,j ,ev,u

= xdc,i,u − xdc,j,u

∀dc ∈ DC, ei,j ∈ Êdc, u ∈ U (29)

g) Bandwidth constraint: The bandwidth constraints are
kept as in the standard model. The “shadow" path does
not need to have any bandwidth constraints enforced on the
selected path, because of the soft-guarantee on the “shadow"
deployment.

h) Shadow path constraint: This new class of constraints
is needed to make sure that hardware nodes used by “primary"
(“shadow") path are not used by the “shadow" (“primary")
path. These constrains make also sure node-disjointness on the
hardware nodes, indeed we do not want any hardware nodes
used for the “primary" (“shadow") deployment to be used on
the opposite.

The following two constraints make sure that hardware
nodes used for embedding the “primary" deployment are not
used for the “shadow" path:∑

ei,j∈E′
dc

eu,v∈E

fdc,ei,j ,eu,v+
∑

ei,j∈E′
dc

ev,u∈E

fdc,ei,j ,ev,u ≥ 0 if xdc,y,u = 0

∀y ∈ Vdc, dc ∈ DC, u ∈ UHW (30)

∑
ei,j∈E′

dc
eu,v∈E

fdc,ei,j ,eu,v+
∑

ei,j∈E′
dc

ev,u∈E

fdc,ei,j ,ev,u = 0 if xdc,y,u = 1

∀y ∈ Vdc, dc ∈ DC, u ∈ UHW (31)

The following two constraints enforce the opposite, making
sure that hardware nodes used for embedding the “shadow"
deployment are not used for the “primary" path:∑

ei,j∈Edc

eu,v∈E

fdc,ei,j ,eu,v
+

∑
ei,j∈Edc

ev,u∈E

fdc,ei,j ,ev,u
≥ 0 if xdc,y,u = 0

∀y ∈ V ′dc, dc ∈ DC, u ∈ UHW (32)

∑
ei,j∈E′

dc
eu,v∈E

fdc,ei,j ,eu,v
+

∑
ei,j∈E′

dc
ev,u∈E

fdc,ei,j ,ev,u
= 0 if xdc,y,u = 1

∀y ∈ Vdc, dc ∈ DC, u ∈ UHW (33)

The seamless deployment model, being more restrictive than
the full deployment model can fail to allocate a traffic request.
In this case we fall-back to the full deployment model with
the constraint that the hardware nodes selected for deploying
the current traffic request are marked as non-programmable
and will not be used by any subsequent deployment until the
current traffic demand is removed from the network.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF THE OPTIMIZATION
MODELS

In this Section, we report on the performance of the full and
seamless deployment models over a few relevant architectures.
The results are based on simulations. We used the Gurobi
solver for solving the optimization problem while generat-
ing multiple random instances. We first briefly present the
results of the full deployment model over different topology
configurations. We compare central cloud deployment and
edge cloud deployment with and without P4 programmable
devices. The extended results on the full deployment model
are available in [31]. Finally, we compare the full deployment
model and the seamless deployment model over the best
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topology configuration to understand how performance and
time complexity results are affected when accounting for the
traffic re-routing.

A. Full Deployment Model with Different Topology Config-
urations

For these simulations we used BT-Europe topology from
the Internet Topology Zoo [32]. We considered four different
topology scenarios, namely:

• DC: all the SFC requests can be only deployed in a single
large data center. This scenario simulates a remote cloud
scenario.

• µDC: the SFCs can be deployed on multiple smaller data
centers, simulating an edge-cloud scenario. One-third of
nodes have computational capabilities.

• P4-DC: the same as DC but half of the other nodes are
P4 programmable hardware.

• P4-µDC: the same as µDC, with half of the other nodes
that are P4 programmable.

In the two scenarios with programmable P4 hardware, we
consider smartNICs and programmable switches as the two
possible kinds of hardware. The smartNICs provide a pipeline
depth of 20 and a pipeline width of 10. Switches, instead, have
a pipeline depth of 100 and a pipeline width of 50. In the
network we consider a number of P4 programmable switches
that is double with respect to the number of smartNICs.

In each simulation, we generate 150 consecutive SFC re-
quests. Each SFC is taken from a pool of 10 random SFCs.
The traffic requested by every SFC is between 1 and 50,
and the number of network functions is uniformly distributed
between 1 and 10. The number of different decomposition of
every VNF is distributed uniformly between 2 and 5, and the
number of µVNFs composing every decomposition instance
is uniformly generated between 1 and 5. The µVNFs are
characterized with a pipeline occupancy specified in width
and depth, generated randomly between 1 and 20, and 1
and 15, respectively. Simulation parameters are similar to the
parameters used in [17], but considering that we use P4-based
devices as target in our implementation.

Figure 7 shows how the network configurations that includes
programmable hardware are able to accept more SFCs than the
one with only data centers and thus general-purpose computing
devices. Results in [31] also demonstrate that the total cost of
the accepted SFCs grows linearly with the number of offered
SFCs in the DC and µDC scenarios. Adding P4 programmable
devices allows allocating a significant number of SFCs at a
small cost, increasing the network’s overall capacity.

The robustness of the various deployment scenarios has also
been tested. We evaluate how network capacity changes when
links are removed from the network itself. Figure 8 shows
how the network configuration with µDC has the least capacity
loss both with and without P4 programmable hardware. More
information about the simulations and results with the full
deployment model can be found in [31].

Fig. 7. Number of accepted SFCs vs number of offered SFCs for the four
topology scenarios.

Fig. 8. Number of accepted SFCs vs number of offered SFCs for the four
topology scenarios after the removal of 2 links.

B. Comparison Between Full and Seamless Deployment
Models

We consider the BT-Europe topology, and we select the
P4-µDC scenario, which yields the best performance. We run
an online simulation with a birth-death process for the SFC
requests. We assume the SFC requests arrive in a Poisson
process, and the lifetime of each SFC request is exponentially
distributed. We simulated the process with a fixed average
lifetime of 1000 time units and with varying average arrival
rates from 2 to 8 SFC requests per 100 time units, similarly to
simulations done in [17]. The simulations are performed for
20000 time units.

The SFC requests are generated from a pool of 20 pre-
generated SFCs. Each SFC requests an amount of traffic be-
tween 1 and 70 traffic units. The number of network functions
within a single SFC is uniformly distributed between 2 and 4.
Each VNF has a random number of possible implementations
between 2 and 5. The number of µVNFs composing a VNF
implementation is uniformly generated between 2 and 5. Each
µVNF is characterized by a pipeline occupancy in depth and
width; these parameters are generated at random between 1
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and 15, and 1 and 20, respectively. Each simulation is repeated
35 times.
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Fig. 9. BTEurope block rate with increasing offered traffic

Results in Figure 9 show how the seamless deployment
model is able to provide a shadow deployment with little to
no loss in terms of accepted SFC requests with respect to the
simplified deployment model. The block rate increases up to
0.5% with 8 SFC arrivals every 100 time units, and no block
rate differences with lower offered traffic is observed. This
guarantees that an SFC can be re-routed while a new µVNFs
is being allocated on a hardware node.

However, the seamless deployment model, being more
constrained, requires a longer time to allocate a single SFC
request. The time needed by the optimization model improves
of more than 7 times, passing from around 0.10 s to allocate
a single SFC to about 0.74 s.

IX. HEURISTIC FOR SEAMLESS DEPLOYMENT

The seamless deployment model, while providing a neg-
ligible loss of accepted SFC requests, causes a considerable
increment of the time needed to allocate each SFC request,
as described in Section VIII. For this reason, we develop a
heuristics for the seamless deployment of the SFCs, illustrated
in Algorithm 1. The heuristic is based on the full deployment
model and works in 3 steps:

1) Primary Deployment: Exploiting the full deployment
model illustrated in Sec. VI, the SFC request is em-
bedded on the given network. In this way, we find the
primary deployment for the current SFC;

2) Reduced Graph: From the physical network graph, the
hardware nodes used for the primary deployment are
removed, obtaining a reduced graph that is used in the
following step;

3) Shadow Deployment: We re-embed the same SFC re-
quest on the reduced graph again with the full de-
ployment model. From this embedding, we obtain the
shadow deployment of the SFC request.
• If the shadow deployment is unavailable because

of a lack of resources on the reduced graph, the

algorithm tags the hardware nodes used for the
primary deployment as non-reprogrammable. In this
way, no other µVNFs are going to be deployed
on those nodes unless the current SFC request is
removed from the network.

Figure 10 shows an example of how the heuristic can be
applied for the deployment of an SFC.

Algorithm 1: Heuristic for seamless deployment
Input: graph = Physical Topology

SFC = SFC Request
// Primary deployment
primary = Full Dep Model(graph, SFC);
// Remove resources used on primary
// deployment
reduced_graph = Reduce Graph(graph, primary);
// Re-embed the same SFC on the
// reduced graph
shadow = Full Dep Model(reduced_graph, SFC);
if shadow not available then

// If the Full Dep Model fails
// in finding the shadow path,
// lock nodes used in the primary
// deployment
locked_graph = Lock Nodes(graph, primary);
return locked_graph, primary

else
return graph, primary

end if

STEP 1 
Standard Deployment
for Primary Allocation

STEP 3
Standard Deployment
for Shadow Allocation

uNF1 uNF2 uNF3SFC

STEP 2
Reduced Graph

uNF1 uNF2 uNF3

Fig. 10. The heuristic for SFCs deployment.

X. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF HEURISTIC FOR THE
SEAMLESS DEPLOYMENT

In this section we present the results of the heuristic for
the seamless deployment of SFCs compared to the full and
seamless optimization models previously described.

A. Setup

We used three different simulation topologies, namely BT-
Europe, Abilene, and Interroute from the Internet Topology
Zoo [32]. We simulated the P4-µDC scenario as in Sec-
tion VIII-B with similar parameters that we briefly recap. The
birth-death process is run for 20000 time units. We simulate
increasing average arrival rate between 2 and 8 SFC requests
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every 100 time units with an average lifetime of 1000 time
units for the BT-Europe and Interroute topology and 500 time
units for the Abilene topology. The SFC requests are generated
from 20 pre-generated SFCs. Each SFC requests a traffic
amount between 1 and 70 traffic units. The number of VNFs
in a single SFC is uniformly distributed between 2 and 4.
Each VNF has a number of different possible implementations
between 2 and 5. The number of µVNF composing a VNF
implementation is uniformly generated between 2 and 5. Each
µVNF has a pipeline occupancy in depth and width between
1 and 15, and 1 and 20, respectively.

B. Results

Figure 11 shows the block rate with increasing offered
traffic on the BT-Europe topology. As expected from the
previous results, the optimization models and the heuristic
algorithm behave similarly at low offered traffic. In this
condition, the shadow path required during maintenance mode
can always be found without rejecting any SFC. When the
traffic increases, for example, starting from 6 SFC requests
every 100 time units, the seamless deployment model and
heuristic start to block more SFCs. In particular, as we already
mentioned in Section VIII, the seamless deployment model
blocks up to 0.5% more SFC than the full deployment model.
The heuristic instead blocks up to 2.5% more SFC requests
than the optimization model. The heuristic, however, provides
a massive improvement on the optimization time required
to allocate a single SFC request. As shown in Table I, the
seamless deployment model leads to a rise of the execution
time of 7 times with respect to the simplified deployment
model. The heuristic, instead, increases the execution time of
up to 1.7 times while still guaranteeing the shadow deployment
needed for maintenance mode with a low loss in accepted SFC
requests.

TABLE I
TIME REQUIRED FOR RUNNING THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL AND THE

HEURISTIC TO ALLOCATE A NEW SFC REQUEST

Topology Full Deployment
Model

Seamless
Deployment
Model

Seamless
Deployment
Heuristic

Abilene 0.047 s 0.241 s 0.076 s
BT-Europe 0.103 s 0.743 s 0.174 s
Interroute 0.577 s 6.414 s 1.254 s

Figure 12 shows the results with the Abilene topology. This
topology resembles a trap topology, which could create issues
when looking for node disjoint paths. The optimization models
and heuristic perform similarly to the BT-Europe topology,
with a comparable increment of block rate and comparable
optimization time growth from the simplified model as shown
in Table I.

Finally, we test the optimization models and heuristic with
a bigger topology. In particular with the Interroute topology.
Also in this case, as can be seen in Table I, the heuristic pro-
vides a huge improvement in the execution time, allowing the
correct deployment of SFC in a heterogeneous network even
with a very big network deployments. Indeed, the deployment
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Fig. 11. BTEurope: block rate with increasing offered traffic
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Fig. 12. Abilene: block rate with increasing offered traffic

of a single SFC request with the seamless deployment model
can take up to 6.4 s, while with the heuristic takes around 1.25
s.

XI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a framework for deploying disaggre-
gated network functions, called µVNFs, on heterogeneous
networks. The orchestrator exploits ONOS to deploy the
µVNFs on both programmable network hardware and P4
programmable software switches running in containers. The
framework combines multiple µVNFs into a single P4 program
via a template pipeline and allocates them on programmable
switches. We propose an optimization model to place the
µVNFs on the available network resources accounting for
possible re-routing when hardware nodes need to be re-
programmed with a seamless deployment model. We also
propose a faster heuristic algorithm for seamless µVNFs
placement. The routing of the packets between µVNFs exploits
SRv6 and follows the IETF SRv6 Network Programming draft.
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Results show that VNFs disaggregation and programmable
network hardware allow to allocate more VNFs with respect
to pure software solutions. We also show that the seamless
deployment model and heuristic have a negligible impact both
on time and on the number of accepted SFC requests while
guaranteeing the maintenance mode for network nodes during
the re-deployment of µVNFs.
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